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SUMMARY: ... In this Essay, I hope to demonstrate that such legislation needs to be understood in the context of the United States' long history of using both the law and law enforcement agencies to repress individuals and organizations who struggle for social justice. ... Despite a very constricted review which was abruptly terminated in mid-stream, the Church Committee hearings and its four-volume Final Report provide more than enough evidence to show that the FBI, the Central Intelligence Agency, the National Security Agency, the Defense Intelligence Agency, Army Intelligence, and numerous other federal agencies engaged in thousands of illegal and unconstitutional operations spanning several decades with the explicit intention of destroying social and political movements they considered a threat to the status quo. ... Protecting national security and preventing violence are the purposes advanced by the Bureau for COINTELPRO. ... Again, we see the national security being invoked to enact laws and permit executive actions which target individuals and organizations engaged in activities which may challenge the status quo, but are otherwise lawful and constitutionally protected. ... As Nancy Chang notes: "Because this crime is couched in such vague and expansive terms, it is likely to be read by federal law enforcement agencies as licensing the investigation and surveillance of political activists and organizations that protest government policies, and by prosecutors as licensing the criminalization of legitimate political dissent. ...

[*1052]

Preface

As we enter the third millennium of this particular era of human history, the picture is not pretty. Untold numbers of children die of malnutrition and preventable diseases every day; n1 millions of all ages are killed in ongoing wars, most of them waged by states against the peoples whose lands they are occupying. n2 It is estimated that within this generation alone, 250 languages [*1053] and their attendant cultures, knowledge, and world views will disappear, n3 along with hundreds of plant and animal species. n4 Vast swaths of land have been rendered uninhabitable by the relentless quest for "progress." n5
Every day the newspapers report impending environmental disasters, the spread of AIDS, slavery and child labor, racial and religious repression, and the disappearance, torture, and murder of political dissidents around the world.

As the world's unrivaled military, economic, and political superpower, the United States plays a significant role, direct and indirect, in the perpetuation of much of this human misery. Even so, within the United States, which has only 5% of the world's population but consumes 25 or 30% of its resources, the top 1% of the population controls nearly 40% of the country's wealth, and those at the bottom face malnutrition, infant mortality, and unemployment rates equal to those of many "third world" countries. Despite the best efforts of Hollywood, the "news' media, and most elected officials to convince us otherwise, the reality is that we have the poorest public education and health care in the industrialized world, and the second highest per capita incarceration rate anywhere. Eighty percent of those charged with serious crimes are unable to afford a lawyer, and African American parents know their sons have a one-in-three chance of ending up in prison. Reservation-based American Indian parents know their children face the country's highest infant mortality and teenage suicide rates, 60 to 90% unemployment rates, and, statistically, can expect to live only into their mid-to late- fourties.

Every night, hundreds of homeless people sleep on the streets of every major American city. All of this seems to be quite acceptable to those who have the most influence. Information about all of these situations is widely available and, in most cases, we know what could be done to solve or ameliorate these problems. What stands in the way of their resolution is not lack of awareness or resources, but the priorities of those in power and those who keep them there.

For many who benefit - or believe they benefit - from the status quo, living in denial is apparently a viable option. A mind-boggling number of Americans seem to accept that if "those people" would just act more like "us," they, too, would soon be enjoying the "good life." Others find that we must struggle against such policies and practices; sometimes because our very lives or the lives of our children depend on it, sometimes simply to retain our humanity. Such struggles take many forms, but all require the freedom to articulate the problems and potential solutions and the ability to organize socially and politically. Fortunately, such freedoms have not only been acknowledged historically, but are clearly articulated in the U.S. Constitution and are spelled out in more detail in universally recognized international law.

When the government that purports to represent us engages in genocide, war crimes, or other actions calculated to perpetuate the systematic oppression of large groups of people, we not only have the right to challenge such actions, but the legal responsibility to do so. This was the primary message of the Nuremberg and Tokyo Tribunals - when a government engages in basic violations of the most fundamental human rights, it is the citizens' obligation under international law to stop those violations. The fact that the government's domestic law may deem such policies or practices legal - or resistance to them illegal - does not change this fundamental principle.

It is in this context that we must assess recent "antiterrorism" legislation such as the so-called "USA PATRIOT" Act. We are told that such laws impose some restrictions on our liberties but are necessary for our security. In this Essay, I hope to demonstrate that such legislation needs to be understood in the context of the United States' long history of using both the law and law enforcement agencies to repress individuals and organizations who struggle for social justice. Such repression has affected all who dissent politically in order to change the status quo and force the government to respect fundamental human rights.

The current policies of the U.S. government threaten to silence all who dissent, regardless of the issues or the tactics chosen. The harm embodied in the current legislation and the broad powers it gives the executive branch is not merely the silencing of political opinion. As such, the question is not whether we will be allowed to put our opinions out into some abstract "marketplace of ideas," but whether we will allow the
government of the United States, in the name of "our security," to crush struggles for the most basic of human rights. If we allow ourselves to be distracted into a debate about which liberties we are willing to sacrifice for the sake of more security, we will sacrifice both the liberty and the security of those who take political positions, or represent social movements, not approved of by those in power.

I

Security or Silencing?

In the twenty-first century, only nations that share a commitment to protecting basic human rights and guaranteeing political and economic freedom will be able to unleash the potential of their people and assure their future prosperity. People everywhere want to be able to speak freely; choose who will govern; and enjoy the benefits of their labor. These values of freedom are right and true for every person, in every society - and the duty of protecting these values against their enemies is the common calling of freedom-loving people across the globe and across the ages.

- George W. Bush, September 17, 2002

In March 2002, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) Foundation of Colorado held a press conference in which it revealed that the Denver Police Department was monitoring the peaceful protest activities of Denver-area residents and keeping files on the First Amendment-protected expressive, lawful activities of advocacy organizations. In support of its allegations, the ACLU released excerpts from computerized police files which catalogued the physical characteristics, names, addresses, phone numbers, vehicles, and activities of persons involved in peaceful organizational activities and demonstrations, as well as information about their spouses and associates.

Groups such as End the Politics of Cruelty and the American Friends Service Committee - a Nobel Peace Prize-winning Quaker organization - were labeled "Criminal Extremist" without any reference to criminal activity. Individuals were named for having attended meetings or simply being a phone contact for others in the file. Antonia Anthony was identified not as the Franciscan nun that she is, but as an "active protestor" with the Chiapas Coalition which, in turn, was falsely described as a "group dedicated to [the] overthrow of [the] Mexican government." Subsequently, the Denver police admitted to having over 3400 such "spy files," most of them compiled since 1999 but containing information dating back to 1972. Subsequent disclosures reveal that such information, and misinformation, has been disseminated to numerous other law enforcement agencies.

In the meantime, on October 23, 2001, the Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism (USA PATRIOT) Act was introduced in Congress. Within three days, the Act, which contains 158 separate sections dramatically expanding the government's law enforcement and intelligence gathering powers, was passed by both the House and the Senate and signed into law by President George W. Bush.

Among other things, the USA PATRIOT Act (hereinafter the "2001 Act") greatly expands the surveillance authority of federal agencies; further limits the rights of immigrants; blurs the line between criminal and intelligence investigations; and creates a new and very broadly defined crime of "domestic terrorism."

Passed in the wake of the September 11 attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon, Attorney General John Ashcroft and other officials assure us that the 2001 Act embodies a necessary trade off of some individual liberties for the collective security of the nation. In this construction, the "liberties" being curtailed are generally thought of as the rights of speech, association, and the press articulated in the First Amendment, and the freedom from unreasonable search and seizure and the right to privacy.
protected by the Fourth Amendment. "Security" in this context implies the protection of persons and property from physical assault, but it is also extended to a broader notion of protecting the institutions which embody American "democracy." In essence, the administration is making a broader version of the argument Abraham Lincoln made when suspending the constitutionally guaranteed writ of habeas corpus: "Are all the [\*1060] laws, but one, to go unexecuted, and the government itself to go to pieces, lest that one be violated?"n36

While the 2001 Act has been vociferously criticized by many civil liberties advocates, the basic framing of the question as one of balancing liberty against security interests has not been effectively challenged. Instead, the debate has focused on where the line should be drawn, legally and politically, with most critics of the 2001 Act arguing that liberties are being unconstitutionally curtailed but not challenging the underlying premise that the goal is increased security. This is a very dangerous and misleading construction. Historically, the liberties at issue have been systematically sacrificed not to ensure the security of the general public, but to suppress political movements and sectors of the population which are viewed as threats to the status quo. What has been sacrificed is not just people's ability to speak openly or be free from surveillance but, in many cases, their very lives and freedom.

It has been well-documented by the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, as well as by hundreds of thousands of documents released under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA),n37 that the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), the National Security Administration (NSA), and dozens of other federal, state, and local agencies have engaged in illegal and unconstitutional actions against U.S. citizen and noncitizen residents in an effort to silence political dissent. The FBI's COINTELPRO operations (1956-1971) are perhaps the best known, but these represent just one dimension of the ongoing political repression which has involved not just illegal surveillance and infiltration, but tactics designed to "disrupt and destroy" organizations, ranging from the manufacture of conflict among individuals and groups to the deliberate framing of people for crimes they did not commit, and - when all else failed - the outright murder of activists. n38 As the Denver "spy files" indicate, groups that engage in lawful political dissent are still being actively and illegally targeted by those entrusted with upholding the law and the Constitution.

When we look at the 2001 Act in the context of the federal government's actual use of its law enforcement and intelligence gathering powers, we see that these expanded powers have long been sought - and frequently used, even when illegal - by the executive branch. People engaged in political dissent that is supposed to be protected by the First Amendment, and communities of color generally, have not been made more "secure" in any sense of the term, but have been subjected to physical attacks on their persons and property by the very agencies that are now being given expanded powers under the 2001 Act. As Robert Justin Goldstein says in his seminal work, Political Repression in Modern America From 1870 to 1976:

The holders of certain ideas in the United States have been systematically and gravely discriminated against and subjected to extraordinary treatment by governmental authorities, such as physical assaults, denials of freedom of speech and assembly, political deportations and firings, dubious and discriminatory arrests, intense police surveillance, and illegal burglaries, wiretaps and interception of mail.n39

Goldstein goes on to point out that governments can carry out politically repressive activities following "legal" procedures or by utilizing means that are illegal under the country's laws.n40 It goes without saying that it is easier and more convenient for governments to use means that are at least facially lawful. The 2001 Act is most accurately seen as the latest step in the U.S. government's ongoing effort to legitimize unconstitutional practices by using the current "war on terror," perceived and promoted as a national security crisis, to obtain their legislative sanction. Legislation does not, of course, make such practices "lawful" in the deeper sense of the term. Actions which contravene the Constitution and fundamental
principles of international human rights law - even if sanctioned by the executive, the legislature, or the judiciary - violate the rule of law and undermine the legitimacy of the governing power. n41

[*1062] The actual history of federal "law enforcement" and "intelligence" agencies reveals a deeply disturbing pattern of the use of the armed might and financial resources of the state to destroy individuals and organizations deemed politically undesirable. We must assess the 2001 Act in light of this history - the concrete use of just such powers by the very agencies now being given broader prerogative - and in light of the fundamental principles of constitutional and international law that give the government the right to act at all. The question is not whether we are willing to have our shoes x-rayed at the airport to prevent planes from being hijacked.n42 It is whether we are willing to give carte blanche to agencies which, according to their own records, have used every means at their disposal to silence us.

The United States' use of the "law" to suppress political dissent is a complex one that dates back to the beginning of the republic. In this Essay, I present only a brief sketch of a few aspects of that history that highlight the need to examine the 2001 Act in a much more critical framework than the choice of "liberty vs. security." This is a history that involves the military as well as federal, state, and local law enforcement and intelligence agencies, but for the sake of simplicity I focus primarily on the FBI. Part II presents a brief overview of the early history of the suppression of political dissent and movements for social change in this country. Part III outlines the emergence of the FBI's role in this process, and Part IV looks in more detail at its COINTELPRO (COunter INTElligence PROgram) operations. Part V briefly outlines the "antiterrorist" legislation of the recent decades as the more immediate context for the specific provisions of the 2001 USA PATRIOT Act which is discussed in Part VI. Part VII concludes that if this is, in fact, to be a democracy, it [*1063] is our responsibility to ensure that the law is used to protect, not repress, those who exercise their rights to political dissent embodied in the Constitution and in international human rights law.

II

Suppressing Movements for Social Change: A Brief Overview

It is extremely dangerous to exercise the constitutional right of free speech in a country fighting to make the world safe for democracy.

- Eugene Debsn43

A. National Security and the Rule of Law

A government's right to protect the national security, i.e., to protect the state from both internal and external threats to its existence, is generally accepted as a given. However, the right to take otherwise repressive measures exists only to the extent that the threat is real, the state is exercising a legitimate sovereignty, and the government acts in accordance with the rule of law.

In the international community, "states" only exist as sovereign entities by virtue of mutual recognition. Recognition as a sovereign state under international law requires legitimate control over the territory occupied by the state and the peoples who reside in that territory.n44 As the white minority regime in Rhodesia discovered in 1965, simply controlling a geographic area and its population and proclaiming itself a state is not sufficient.n45 One of the fundamental principles of international law is that a state's sovereignty does not extend to the unlawfully occupied [*1064] territory of another state or nation, and the latter state or nation has the right to struggle for self-determination.n46 States, of course, often continue
to exist despite changes of government. To be legitimate, the government must comply with the rule of law as embodied in both international law and the state's domestic legal structures.

The rule of law has both substantive and procedural dimensions. At a minimum, it substantively requires a state's legal system to incorporate the most fundamental principles of international law; it procedurally requires that the law can be known by the people and is applied predictably and equitably. Thus, for the United States to legitimately act in the name of "national security," the country must be lawfully sovereign over the territory, resources, and peoples that it claims; the U.S. government must be complying with the rule of law, both the international law that creates the sovereign state and the U.S. Constitution that provides for the existence and legitimacy of its government; and it must be responding to a real threat.

B. Early Suppression of Struggles for Justice

As we begin to analyze the American government's use of its law enforcement powers, we must keep in mind the distinction between threats to a lawful state or government, i.e., legitimate threats to the national security, and threats to the status quo. Although the United States has proclaimed itself to be a "freedom-loving" democracy since the beginning of the republic, we have consistently seen "national security" invoked to suppress legitimate movements for social and political change. If the United States is asserting control of land, resources, or peoples over which it does not have legitimate jurisdiction, as in the case of many American Indian nations and external colonies such as Puerto Rico, those who seek to challenge this control may not appropriately be deemed threats to the national security. Likewise, if the United States government is denying basic human rights to people within its jurisdiction, it cannot legitimately claim to be protecting the national interest when it represses protest against such policies. Furthermore, if people are exercising their lawful right to effect democratic change, their actions are not appropriately characterized as threats to the national security.

Nonetheless, since the founding of the republic, we have seen state power used to repress movements for social, racial, and economic justice, as well as movements for self-determination. The Constitution protected the institution of slavery in numerous ways, including a ban on the prohibition of the slave trade before 1808, the requirement that non-slaveholding states return fugitive slaves, and the increased proportional representation given to slaveholders by the "three-fifths" clause. In addition, one of the reasons Congress was given the power of "calling forth the Militia" to "suppress Insurrections" was to enlist the power of the federal government in crushing slave rebellions.

Few Americans would now contest the right of the people, both those who were enslaved and those who were not, to speak out against slavery and to organize to change the government's policy of support for the institution. Nevertheless, many jurisdictions considered it seditious to advocate the abolition of slavery and in certain periods the Postmaster General refused to allow abolitionist literature to be sent through the mail. Despite the First Amendment's explicit protection of the right of the people "to petition the Government for a redress of grievances," the House of Representive enacted a "gag rule" under which it allowed no discussion of the slavery question.

With rationalizations remarkably similar to those being used by Israel today in "defending" Jewish settlements in Palestinian territories, the United States consistently invoked the security of the nation, and of Euroamerican settlers in particular, to engage in "Indian wars," a term which disguised the fact that the military was being used to crush the efforts of American Indian nations to enforce existing treaties and protect their national security. The U.S. government's own Indian Claims Commission, established in 1946 to "quiet title" to lands expropriated from Indian nations, reluctantly concluded in the 1970s that the United States still does not have good title to at least one-third of what it claims as its territory. This acknowledgment should serve to make us much more critical of the government's attempts to justify the "Indian wars" and its use of force to suppress contemporary struggles for the recognition of American Indian sovereignty. It should also make us question attempts to automatically correlate the loss of
American life with a threat to the "national security." If lives are lost as a result of illegitimate governmental activity, it is the government's actions rather than the loss of life, tragic though it may be, which should be seen as threatening the nation's security.

A consistently emerging theme in the suppression of political dissent is that those who disagree with government policy are labeled "un-American" and, whenever possible, portrayed as agents of foreign powers. The Federalists who enacted the 1798 Alien and Sedition Acts claimed the acts were necessary because of the increase in U.S.-French hostility. They accused the Jeffersonians of being agents of France who were trying to bring the French Revolution's "Reign of Terror" to the United States. As it turned out, only Republicans were prosecuted under the Sedition Act, and they were clearly prosecuted for political - not security - reasons. For example, Congressman Matthew Lyon received a four month prison sentence for describing President John Adams as "swallowed up in a continual grasp for power, in an unbounded thirst for ridiculous pomp, foolish adulation, and selfish avarice."

As noted below, in attacking movements for social justice, the government has often justified its actions on the ground that these were actually movements for anarchy or communism, "alien" ideologies promoted by foreign powers. Not surprisingly, the linking of political protest to "sedition" has been most common in attempts to suppress antiwar activists. Some interesting parallels to the impending war in Iraq, which the Bush administration insists the United States must pursue to protect its national interest, can be seen in the United States' efforts to conquer the Philippines.

In the late 1800s, after the United States had consolidated its control over the "lower 48" contiguous states, there was a great deal of political debate over explicitly imperialist expansion, particularly the acquisition of "territories" such as Hawai'i, Puerto Rico, and the Philippines. The conquest of the Philippines, referred to in 1902 by President Roosevelt as the most glorious war in the nation's history, involved a particularly brutal four year campaign during which U.S. troops burned hundreds of villages to the ground, killed perhaps one million Filipinos, herded thousands into concentration camps, and engaged in systematic raping, looting, and torture. The Philadelphia Ledger reported:

Our men have been relentless; have killed to exterminate men, women, children, prisoners and captives, active insurgents and suspected people, from lads of ten and up, an idea prevailing that the Filipino, as such, was little better than a dog. ... Our soldiers have pumped salt water into men to "make them talk," have taken prisoner people who held up their hands and peacefully surrendered, and an hour later ... stood them on a bridge and shot them down one by one ....

According to the correspondent reporting such facts, these tactics were "necessary and long overdue," for the enemy was not a "civilized" people. Filipinos were routinely referred to as "savages" and "niggers," and the fighting as "Indian warfare." It is interesting to note in the context of the current "war on terrorism" and the impending war in Iraq, that U.S. officials consistently maintained that the war in the Philippines was being fought to bring freedom and civilization to the Filipinos. Just as U.S. officials recently denounced Iraq's invitations to conduct fact-finding missions as merely a stalling tactic, Filipino peace proposals were dismissed as "merely a trick" to "gain time." Just as U.S. officials decreed that captured Filipino guerrillas would not be treated as soldiers, but as "criminals" and "murderers" and summarily executed, much as the Bush administration has said that the "unlawful combatants" captured in Afghanistan and held at Guantanamo Naval Base need not be accorded prisoner of war status.
In a move which calls to mind provisions of the USA PATRIOT Act, General MacArthur had a lawyer on the Philippine Commission draft "Treason Laws" under which treason was defined "as joining any secret political organization or even as 'the advocacy of independence or separation of the islands from the United States by forcible or peaceful means.'" Press critical of the war in the Philippines was routinely censored and those who opposed the war were dismissed as "liars and traitors." As discussed in the following section, those who protested the United States' involvement in World War I were similarly considered treasonous or seditious and subjected to harsh repression.

As these few vignettes illustrate, in the early history of the United States, social movements which challenged the status quo were labeled seditious. The threat they were said to pose to the national security was used to justify denying First Amendment rights to freedoms of speech and press, to peaceably assemble, and to petition for redress of grievances. The criminal justice system was used to convict organizers engaged in constitutionally protected activity and to crush otherwise popular and effective movements for social change. While done in the name of "law enforcement," such actions were, in fact, undermining the rule of law.

As the United States entered the twentieth century, it was against this general background that its use of federal law enforcement powers to suppress dissent was more effectively institutionalized within the Department of Justice and, more particularly, in what was to become the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

III

The Federal Bureau of Investigation:
Origins and Early Activities

Your FBI is respected by the good citizens of America as much as it is feared, hated and vilified by the scum of the underworld, Communists, goose-stepping bundsmen, their fellow travelers, mouthpieces, and stooges.

- J. Edgar Hoover, 1940

The Department of Justice (DOJ) was formed in 1870, and the following year Congress appropriated $50,000 for the DOJ to engage in "the detection and prosecution of those guilty of violating Federal Law." In 1906, Attorney General Bonaparte established the Bureau of Investigation within the Justice Department, despite the fact that, initially, "congressional authorization was withheld because of the widely held view that the establishment of such an agency would lead to 'a general system of espionage' and would be 'contradictory to the democratic principles of government.'" In 1910, the Bureau's functions were described to Congress as the enforcement of:

The national banking laws, antitrust laws, peonage laws, the bucket-shop law, the laws relating to fraudulent bankruptcies, the impersonation of government officials with intent to defraud, thefts and murders committed on government reservations, offenses committed against government property, and those committed by federal court officials and employees, Chinese smuggling, customs frauds, internal revenue frauds, post office frauds, violations of the neutrality laws ... land frauds and immigration and naturalization cases.

However, it soon took on much broader functions which demonstrated that Congress' initial reservations were well-founded.
During World War I, the Bureau received added funding and personnel to investigate sabotage and violations of the Neutrality Act, and in 1917 the Justice Department tried to convince President Woodrow Wilson to allow military courts martial to try civilians accused of interfering with the war effort. This failed, but Wilson did sign the Espionage Act, n84 which made it a crime to "willfully utter, print, write, or publish any disloyal, profane, scurrilous, or abusive language" about the United States. n85 It also criminalized any interference with the war effort and allowed the post office to exclude from the mails any material advocating "treason, insurrection or resistance to any law of the U.S." n86 The 1918 Sedition Act prohibited essentially all criticism of the war or the government. n87 While these laws did nothing appreciable to stop sedition, they did effectively prevent those opposing the war from exercising their First Amendment rights. Goldstein says:

Altogether, over twenty-one hundred [persons] were indicted under the Espionage and Sedition laws, invariably for statements of opposition to the war rather than for any overt acts, and over one thousand persons were convicted. Over one hundred persons were sentenced to jail terms of ten years or more. Not a single person was ever convicted for actual spy activities.n88

This has become a consistent pattern in the enforcement of "national security" laws.n89

In June 1918, populist-socialist leader Eugene Debs was sentenced to ten years in federal prison for violating the Espionage Act by making an antiwar speech in which he said, "You need to know that you are fit for something better than slavery and cannon fodder."n90 Charles Schenck was also convicted for printing and distributing pamphlets opposing the draft. In 1919, a unanimous Supreme Court upheld his conviction, stating that the government may restrict speech without violating the First Amendment when there is a "clear and present" danger that the speech could bring about the "substantive evils" at issue. n91

Anarchist leaders Emma Goldman and Alexander Berkman were also sentenced to ten years for violating the Espionage Act by publicly expressing opposition to the draft.n92 Goldman and Berkman were deported in 1919 under the newly amended immigration laws. These amendments made noncitizens who were members of organizations which advocated the unlawful destruction of property or the overthrow of the government by force or violence deportable. The law did not require any individualized showing of action or even belief, thus incorporating the principle of guilt by association n93 in a manner recently replicated by the 1996 Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act. n94

During World War I, there was a dramatic increase in federal intelligence gathering operations. Military intelligence jumped from two officers in 1917 to 1300 officers and civilian employees by 1919. There were similar increases in the intelligence divisions of the Justice Department, as well as the Post Office and the Treasury Department.n95 At the same time the Justice Department's Bureau of Investigation entered into an agreement with the American Protective League (APL), a prominent vigilante organization that soon numbered 350,000 members, which allowed these private citizens to "assist" the Bureau. n96 The APL "quickly became a largely out-of-control quasi-governmental, quasi-vigilante agency which established a massive spy network across the land," making illegal arrests and detentions, instigating attacks on activists, and infiltrating, burglarizing, wiretapping and opening the mail of organizations they considered detrimental to United States' interests. n97

During the early 1900s, this combination of federal agents and APL members was instrumental in conducting large scale raids and vigilante actions - including outright lynchings - against members of the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW or "Wobblies") across the country. The raids, acknowledged to have been carried out "largely as a preventative matter to prevent possible violence,"n98 were followed by pre-indictment detentions of up to two years, mass trials in which the defendants were sometimes not even identified by name, and the imposition of lengthy prison sentences. These tactics succeeded in crushing the nation's most powerful union movement of that era. n99
The Justice Department's involvement in quashing "subversive" activities increased in the aftermath of World War I. In 1919, there was a series of bombings around the country, including one on the residence of Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer. Those responsible were never identified, but anarchist leaflets were found scattered around each site and Palmer reacted by declaring war on radicals and subversives. Palmer created a General Intelligence Division (GID) within the Bureau of Investigation to spearhead this effort, headed by Assistant Attorney General Garvan and his twenty-four year old assistant, J. Edgar Hoover. Within three and one-half months, the GID had compiled personal files on 60,000 individuals, a number which soon grew to 200,000.

Palmer lobbied Congress for peacetime sedition legislation and when that failed he relied on the 1918 Alien Act - again conflating "troublemakers" with "foreigners" - to conduct numerous raids on legal organizations such as the Communist and Communist Labor parties. On January 2, 1920, the Bureau conducted massive "Red raids" (later known as the "Palmer Raids") in thirty-three cities, arresting and holding 10,000 people, both citizens and noncitizens, as "criminal anarchists." Using tactics similar to those we have seen with respect to the 1200-plus post-September 11 detainees, hundreds were held for months in harsh and squalid conditions, and denied contact with their families, friends, and lawyers. When the excesses came to light, Attorney General Palmer declared that the Fourth Amendment did not apply to aliens and boldly stated: "I apologize for nothing that the Department of Justice has done in this matter. I glory in it." According to Sanford Unger, one of the legacies of the Palmer Raids was that "they demonstrated that the use of methods that stretched and went beyond the law were a great help and an efficient tool in undermining 'subversives.'"

By 1924, Hoover was in charge of the Bureau, which was soon renamed the Federal Bureau of Investigation. He proclaimed that "the bureau must be divorced from politics" and, most interestingly, stated: "It is, of course, to be remembered that the activities of Communists and other ultra-radicals have not up to the present time constituted a violation of federal statutes ... and consequently, the Department of Justice, theoretically, has no right to investigate such activities. ..." However, this was exactly what Hoover proceeded to do with unprecedented vigor. He gave priority to what became the Files and Communications Division, which by 1975 had 6.5 million "Active Investigation" files, an undisclosed but higher number of other files, and a "General Index" containing about 58 million cards. In 1930, Hoover obtained permission to collect fingerprints, and by 1974 the Division of Identification and Information (DII) had on file the prints of about 159 million Americans and was adding 3000 sets each day.

One of the Bureau's early targets was the Universal Negro Improvement Association (UNIA), the largest and most vibrant organization of African Americans ever to exist in this country, which Hoover succeeded in destroying through "a campaign against Marcus Garvey which resulted in his frameup on false charges, and ultimately his deportation as an 'undesirable alien.'" In the meantime, as noted by Ward Churchill and Jim Vander Wall, "the DII kept tabs and accumulated increasing amounts of sensitive information on all manner of socialists, communists, union organizers, black activists, anarchists and other 'ultra-radicals' as they painstakingly rebuilt their shattered movements."

In 1936 Hoover obtained the President's explicit authorization to resume investigation of "subversive activities" in the country.

By 1938, the FBI had launched significant and tacitly illegal ... investigations of supposed subversion in [numerous] industries, as well as various educational institutions, organized labor, assorted youth groups, black organizations, governmental affairs and the armed forces. More explicit illegality was involved in the methods of intelligence-gathering themselves; wiretapping ... , bugging, mail tampering/opening and breaking-and-entering were a few of the expedients routinely applied by agents, whose investigative output was promptly summarized and transmitted "upstairs" to the White House.
By January 1940, Hoover revived the General Intelligence Division, announcing his intent to create an alphabetical and geographical "general index" which would allow the Bureau to locate anyone it wanted to investigate for "national security" purposes at any time.n115

Shortly thereafter, Congress passed the Smith Act which made it a crime to "knowingly or willfully advocate, abet, advise or teach the duty, necessity, desirability or propriety of overthrowing or destroying any government in the United States by force or violence, or by assassination of any officer of such government."n116 This law extended the prohibitions on speech found in previous sedition laws to peacetime, illustrating the government's intent to restrict freedom of expression in the name of national security without limiting the scope or duration of the restrictions and without demonstrating that the speech was likely to result in any concrete action.

In Dennis v. United States,n117 the Supreme Court upheld the convictions of eleven leaders of the Communist Party under the Smith Act, using a test of whether "the gravity of the 'evil,' discounted by its improbability, justifies such invasion of free speech as is necessary to avoid the danger." Even though the Party had not used force or violence, the Court justified the convictions on the ground that the Party (or the "conspiracy," as the Court referred to it) was highly organized, and because its leaders, who could not be shown to be foreign agents, were "ideologically attuned" to countries with whom the United States had "touch-and-go" relations.n118 Again, we see a similar stretching of the national security rationale being invoked in the "if you're not with us you're against us" rhetoric of the current war on terrorism.n119

During World War II, the U.S. government imprisoned all persons of Japanese descent then living on the west coast, over 70,000 of whom were U.S. citizens, without any semblance of due process. Despite the fact that there was no evidence of sabotage or espionage by Japanese Americans, this was upheld by the Supreme Court as justified by "military necessity," a claim asserted by the military on the grounds that it had no way of distinguishing the "loyal" from the "disloyal."n120

In 1947, as the United States moved from World War II into the Cold War, President Truman issued Executive Order 9835, authorizing the Justice Department to seek out "infiltration of disloyal persons" within the U.S. government, again demonstrating that such measures were not to be limited to periods of actual warfare.n121 The Order required the DOJ to create a list of organizations which were "totalitarian, fascist, communist or subversive ... or seeking to alter the government of the United States by unconstitutional means," n122 a measure similar to that authorized by the 1996 Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act n123 and expanded by the 2001 Act. n124 By 1954, the Justice Department had created a list of hundreds of organizations, and "sympathetic association" as well as membership was considered evidence of disloyalty. n125

The Internal Security Act of 1950, also known as the McCarran Act, required all members of "Communist-front" organizations to register with the federal government, and adopted a proposal - which was not rescinded until 1968 - that special "detention centers" be established for incarcerating those so registered, without trial, any time the president chose to declare an "internal security emergency."n126 Between 1945 and 1957, the House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC) subpoenaed thousands of Americans for hundreds of public hearings and required them to testify about their associations with the Communist Party and their knowledge of the political activities of their friends, neighbors and co-workers. Those who refused to testify were jailed for contempt. n127 Although Hoover personally disliked Joseph McCarthy, he worked closely with HUAC and the McCarthyites until 1954.

During this period, the FBI placed hundreds of informants within social and labor organizations and conducted "security investigations" of approximately 6.6 million Americans.n128 The stage was set for the next step: the COINTELPRO operations.

IV
Many of the techniques used [by the FBI in its COINTELPRO operations] would be intolerable in a democratic society even if all of the targets had been involved in violent activity, but COINTELPRO went far beyond that. The unexpressed major premise of the programs was that a law enforcement agency has the duty to do whatever is necessary to combat perceived threats to the existing social and political order.

- Final Report of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence Activities

Properly used, the term "counterintelligence" refers to efforts to combat the "intelligence" or spying activities of foreign powers. Officially, "the FBI's counterintelligence functions have always been administratively lodged in its Counterintelligence Division (CID) and [were] legally restricted to 'hostile foreign governments, foreign organizations and individuals connected with them.'" Nonetheless, since first receiving President Truman's 1936 mandate to investigate subversive activities, Hoover had initiated domestic counterintelligence programs within the Bureau. Some were officially named "COINTELPROs" (COunter INTELligence PROgrams) and others were not, but the term has come to refer to a broad range of FBI programs, generally illegal, intended to repress political dissent. Although these programs had almost nothing to do with countering foreign intelligence, the use of the term illustrates the agency's proclivity to invoke the fear of external threats to the national security while quashing domestic movements which were primarily engaged in lawful - indeed, constitutionally protected--activities.

Even if one looks only at FBI actions between 1956 and 1971, the period of officially acknowledged COINTELPRO operations, the scope of the operations and their sheer volume is overwhelming. This section will present a brief summary of how the program was exposed, the kinds of tactics used and the movements that were the primary targets, giving a few illustrative examples. While constituting a particularly intense period of governmental repression of political dissent, the COINTELPRO era represents not an aberration but the logical outgrowth of the previous use of law enforcement agencies to suppress movements for social change, a process that is still at work in the laws and policies being enacted in the name of countering terrorism.

A. COINTELPRO Exposed

In 1976, the Senate Select Committee to Study Government Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities (known as the "Church Committee" because it was chaired by Senator Frank Church), characterized the FBI's COINTELPRO operations as "a secret war against those citizens it considers threats to the established order." To quote the Committee's Final Report, "in these programs the Bureau went beyond the collection of intelligence to secret actions designed to 'disrupt' and 'neutralize' target groups and individuals. The techniques were adopted wholesale from wartime counterintelligence, and ranged from the trivial ... to the degrading ... and the dangerous." The Committee noted that from 1956, when the FBI officially labeled its anti-communist efforts as a "COINTELPRO," to 1971, when the program was officially terminated, the FBI approved more than 2000 COINTELPRO actions as part of "a sophisticated vigilante operation aimed squarely at preventing the exercise of First Amendment rights of speech and association, on the theory that preventing the growth of dangerous groups and the propagation of dangerous ideas would protect the national security and deter violence." Despite a very constricted review which was abruptly terminated in mid-stream, the Church Committee hearings and its four-volume Final Report provide more than enough evidence to show that the
FBI, the Central Intelligence Agency, the National Security Agency, the Defense Intelligence Agency, Army Intelligence, and numerous other federal agencies engaged in thousands of illegal and unconstitutional operations spanning several decades with the explicit intention of destroying social and political movements they considered a threat to the status quo.\footnote{138}

There is much that we do not know about COINTELPRO and similar operations. Nonetheless, what we do know is more than sufficient to cause alarm. The following sections focus on what is known about FBI COINTELPROs, but it is important to remember that the Bureau was but one of perhaps dozens of federal agencies engaging in such practices.

**B. The Tactics Employed**

The illegal practices employed by the FBI in its COINTELPRO operations are far too numerous to list specifically, but they fall into several basic categories: surveillance and infiltration, dissemination of false information, creation of group conflict, abuse of the criminal justice system, and collaboration in assaults and assassinations.\footnote{139}

1. **Surveillance and Infiltration**

One category of operations involves the acquisition of information through illegal means, including mail interception, wiretaps, bugs, live "tails," break-ins and burglaries, and the use of informants.\footnote{140} The FBI has acknowledged that between 1960 and 1974 it illegally utilized over 2300 wiretaps, 697 bugs, and 57,000 mail openings.\footnote{141} It is worth noting that this kind of "intelligence gathering" is the activity most commonly associated with COINTELPRO - and is also the most hotly debated aspect of the 2001 Act's expansion of executive power\footnote{142} - but is, in fact, the least egregious of the practices involved. Perhaps more significant\footnote{1082} than the resulting violations of privacy is the fact that these tactics were not utilized simply for the purpose of acquiring information, but were explicitly intended to induce "paranoia" in movements for social change. As Hoover stated, he wanted his targets to believe that there was "an FBI agent behind every mailbox."\footnote{143} In other words, the executive branch of the federal government was engaging in such activities precisely because of the chilling effect they would have on speech and associational activities protected by the First Amendment.

2. **Dissemination of False Information**

A second level of tactics employed in COINTELPRO operations encompasses the dissemination of information known to be false. One version, sometimes called "gray propaganda," was the systematic release of disinformation (i.e., false and misleading information) designed to discredit organizations in the eyes of the public and to foster tensions between groups.\footnote{144} The Church Committee's Final Report notes that the Bureau used "confidential sources," i.e., unpaid informants and "friendly" media sources "who could be relied upon not to reveal the Bureau's interests" to leak derogatory information about individuals and to publish unfavorable articles and fabricated "documentaries" about targeted groups.\footnote{145} Among such groups were the Nation of Islam, the Poor People's Campaign, the Institute for Policy Studies, the Southern Students Organizing Committee, and the anti-war National Mobilization Committee.\footnote{146}

Another form of disinformation, known as "black propaganda," involved the fabrication of leaflets and other publications purporting to come from targeted individuals and organizations. Thus, for example, the FBI had an infiltrator in the Sacramento chapter of the Black Panther Party (BPP) produce a coloring book for children which promoted racism and violence. Although the Panther leadership immediately ordered it destroyed, the Bureau mailed copies to companies which had been contributing food to the Panthers' Breakfast for Children program to get them to withdraw their support.\footnote{147} Such\footnote{1083} fabrications did...
much to promote the image of the BPP as violent "cop-killers," an impression still widely held by the American public.\footnote{148}

In another example, FBI artists, imitating the drawing styles used by the BPP and a Black cultural nationalist organization known as the United Slaves (US), created a series of leaflets in which each organization appeared to be advocating the elimination of the other's leadership.\footnote{149} The FBI's intent can be seen in this excerpt from a 1969 report on its San Diego operations:

In view of the recent killing of BPP member Sylvester Bell, a new cartoon is being considered in the hopes that it will assist in the continuance of the rift between BPP and US. This cartoon, or series of cartoons, will be similar in nature to those formerly approved by the Bureau and will be forwarded to the Bureau for evaluation and approval immediately upon their completion.\footnote{150}

3. Creation of Intra-and Inter-Group Conflict

This brings us to the third level of COINTELPRO operations, the FBI's destruction of targeted organizations both by creating internal dissension and by setting up groups to attack each other. As reported by the Church Committee:

Approximately 28% of the Bureau's COINTELPRO efforts were designed to weaken groups by setting members against each other, or to separate groups which might otherwise be allies, and convert them into mutual enemies. The techniques used included anonymous mailings (reprints, Bureau-authored articles and letters) to group members criticizing a leader or an allied group; using informants to raise controversial issues; forming a "notional" - a Bureau-run splinter group - to draw away membership from the target organization; encouraging hostility up to and including gang warfare, between rival \[
\text{[*1084]}\] groups; and the "snitch jacket."\footnote{151}

Thanks in part to such efforts, the Bureau managed to escalate US-BPP tensions to the point that two US members, widely believed to be informants, shot and killed BPP members Jon Huggins and Bunchy Carter at a meeting on the campus of the University of California at Los Angeles in January 1969.\footnote{152}

Fabricated correspondence was also a favored tactic, as illustrated by Hoover's authorization of an anonymous letter directed to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. - accompanied by a tape compiled from bugs of his Washington, D.C. hotel room - suggesting that he commit suicide to avoid the disgrace of the exposure of alleged sexual misconduct.\footnote{153} Nearly one hundred instances of fabricated correspondence between BPP leaders Huey Newton and Eldridge Cleaver were instrumental in creating intra-party violence and ensuring the 1971 split within the Party.\footnote{154}

Because of its success in actually infiltrating organizations, the FBI was able to further disrupt their functioning by creating suspicions about legitimate leaders. In a practice known as "bad-jacketing" or "snitch-jacketing," the Bureau spread rumors and manufactured evidence that key members were informers or were otherwise undermining the organization by subverting its activities or stealing its funds. This tactic succeeded not only in discrediting many activists, but also resulted in the murders of some who were falsely accused of betraying others within the organization.\footnote{155}

4. Abuse of the Criminal Justice System
A fourth level of COINTELPRO operations involved the deliberate misuse of the criminal justice system. Working with local police departments, the FBI had activists repeatedly arrested, not because it anticipated convictions, "but to simply harass, increase paranoia, tie up activists in a series of pre-arraignment incarcerations [*1085] and preliminary courtroom procedures, and deplete their resources through the postings of numerous bail bonds (as well as the retention of attorneys)."n156 Using this tactic, the Revolutionary Action Movement in Philadelphia was effectively destroyed despite the fact that no criminal convictions were ever obtained against members of this group. n157 Similarly, the government made 562 arrests in the wake of the 1973 occupation of Wounded Knee by members of the American Indian Movement (AIM). Even though these massive arrests only resulted in a total of fifteen convictions, they succeeded in depleting AIM's resources and keeping its leaders tied up in court for years. n158

Virtually all of the Bureau's surveillance and infiltration revealed that the targeted groups were engaging in entirely lawful activity.n159 Rather than turning its focus elsewhere, one of its responses was to place within groups agents provocateur who advocated violence or illegal activities which, if carried out, would then be used as an excuse to crush the organizations. n160 Another response was to make it appear that the groups were engaging in illegal conduct by obtaining convictions in questionable cases by using fabricated evidence or perjured testimony and by explicitly framing people for crimes they had not committed.

Prominent cases in which the FBI used perjured testimony and falsified evidence to convict activists include that of New York Black Panther Dhoruba bin Wahad (Richard Moore), whose murder conviction was overturned in 1993 after he had spent twenty years wrongfully incarcerated,n161 and AIM activist Leonard Peltier, who is still incarcerated after twenty-seven years, [*1086] despite the acknowledgment that his conviction for the 1975 deaths of two FBI agents on the Pine Ridge Reservation was obtained with the use of perjured testimony and falsified ballistics evidencen162 and despite worldwide recognition of his status as a political prisoner. n163

The best known case may be that of Los Angeles BPP leader Geronimo ji Jaga (Pratt), who was the subject of constant surveillance and numerous failed attempts to convict him of various crimes. Finally, in 1972, the government succeeded in convicting him of the 1968 "tennis court" murder of a woman in Santa Monica on the basis of the perjured testimony of an FBI informant, and despite the fact that the FBI, thanks to its surveillance, knew that Pratt had been 350 miles away at a BPP meeting in Oakland at the time of the murder.n164

In these cases, which were by no means aberrational but rather an explicit part of the government's strategy to eliminate the leadership of movements it did not sanction, the Department of Justice - the nation's highest law enforcement agency - was turning the criminal justice system on its head. It was not enforcing the law but was deliberately engaging in illegal practices, misusing criminal laws and the courts to imprison activists, not because they had engaged in criminal conduct but because of their political beliefs, actions and associations.

5. Collaboration in Assaults and Assassinations

A fifth level of COINTELPRO operations involves the government's participation in direct physical assaults and assassinations. [*1087] This is, of course, the hardest area to document, but as Churchill and Vander Wall note, while the Bureau has "almost always used surrogates to perform such functions, [it] can repeatedly be demonstrated as having provided the basic intelligence, logistics or other ingredients requisite to 'successful' operations in this regard."n165

The most infamous of these is probably the 1969 murder of Chicago Black Panthers Fred Hampton and Mark Clark. At the time, twenty-one year old Hampton was widely recognized as one of the most charismatic leaders emerging in the black community and, despite his characterization by the government
as a "black nationalist," it was his success in cross-racial coalition building that the FBI found most threatening.n166

The prominent role played by FBI informant William O'Neal, who was by then in charge of security for the Chicago BPP chapter, and the FBI's collaboration with local police which culminated in a pre-dawn assault on Hampton's apartment is well documented.n167 Despite evidence that hundreds of shots were fired into the apartment, killing Hampton and Clark and wounding several others, including Hampton's pregnant fiancee, with only one shot fired in response, all government officials were cleared of criminal charges. n168 Nearly fifteen years later there was a civil finding of a government conspiracy to deny the victims' civil rights and a $ 1.85 million settlement, n169 but the FBI had long since accomplished its purpose of destroying the Black Panther Party in Illinois. n170

In the meantime, as part of its concerted program to destroy the American Indian Movement, the FBI provided direct support to the self-proclaimed "Guardians of the Oglala Nation" or [*1088] "GOONS" on the Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota who have been implicated in the "unsolved" deaths of at least seventy individuals associated with AIM between 1972 and 1976.n171 Particularly chilling is the fate of the family of John Trudell, AIM's last national chairman:

In February 1979, Trudell led a march in Washington, D.C. to draw attention to the difficulties the Indians were having. Although he had received a warning against speaking out, he delivered an address from the steps of the FBI building on the subject of the agency's harassment of Indians ... Less than 12 hours later, Trudell's wife, Tina, his three children [ages five, three and one], and his wife's mother were burned alive in the family home in Duck Valley, Nevada - the apparent work of an arsonist.n172

As noted above, what is at stake in allowing the government unrestrained powers is not merely an abstract notion of First Amendment freedoms but, in many cases, the very survival of those who protest.

C. The Groups Targeted

Literally hundreds of organizations, most of them related only by a desire to effect social or political change through constitutionally protected means, were the targets of various COINTELPROs. The Church Committee identified five overarching categories of targets: the Communist Party USA, the Socialist Workers Party, "White Hate Groups," "Black Nationalist Hate Groups," and the "New Left." As the Final Report noted, these were "labels without meaning"n173 as the categories included an extremely wide range of often unrelated organizations. Thus, all of the predominantly black organizations targeted, including Martin Luther King, Jr.'s Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) and numerous Black Student Unions, were "Black Nationalist Hate Groups," while the Communist Party USA heading covered the National Committee to Abolish the House [*1089] Un-American Activities Committee and numerous civil rights leaders.n174 The "New Left," which the Bureau could only define as "more or less an attitude," encompassed targets from the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) to anyone involved in protesting the war in Vietnam. n175 This section provides a few examples of how these organizations were targeted.

1. Communist and Socialist Organizations

Throughout the 1940s and 1950s, COINTELPRO-type operations were directed almost exclusively at the Socialist Workers Party (SWP), the Communist Party USA (CPUSA), and groups believed to be affiliated with them.n176 As previously noted, groups identified as "communist" have been targeted by the government since the 1870s, and the FBI, or its predecessors, had been trying to crush the CPUSA since its emergence in 1919. The FBI's first formal COINTELPRO, initiated in 1956, was directed at the CPUSA, a lawfully constituted organization which had not been shown to have engaged in any criminal activity. The
Bureau specifically instructed agents and infiltrators to generate "acrimonious debates," "increase factionalism," and generate "disillusionment and defection."\footnote{Apparently it was quite successful.} \footnote{Goldstein says: "Although the precise results of FBI efforts cannot be determined, between 1957 and 1959, what was left of the CP was virtually destroyed by factional infighting."} Nonetheless, "even as the CP collapsed into a tiny sect of a few thousand members, FBI COINTELPRO activities increased and expanded\footnote{In 1973, following public disclosure of COINTELPRO, the Socialist Workers Party and its youth organization, the Young Socialist \footnote{Alliance (YSA), sued the government for illegally subjecting them to infiltration, disruption, and harassment in violation of their constitutional rights. After fifteen years of litigation, the SWP and YSA were awarded $264,000 in damages.} The suit documented FBI surveillance that began in 1936 and included fifty-seven operations conducted by the FBI. These included poison-pen letters, malicious articles planted in the press, instances of harassment and victimization, covert attempts to get SWP members fired from their jobs, and efforts to disrupt collaboration between the SWP and civil rights and anti-Vietnam war groups. Judge Griesa's opinion for the Southern District of New York notes that between 1943 and 1963 the FBI illegally engaged in 20,000 days of wiretaps, 12,000 days of listening "bugs," and 208 burglaries of office and homes, and that between 1960 and 1976 it employed about 300 member informants (constituting, at any given time, from two to eleven percent of the membership) and 1000 non-member informants. Griesa concludes:

Presumably the principal purpose of an FBI informant in a domestic security investigation would be to gather information about planned or actual espionage, violence, terrorism or other illegal activities designed to subvert the governmental structure of the United States. In the case of the SWP, however, there is no evidence that any FBI informant ever reported an instance of planned or actual espionage, violence, terrorism or efforts to subvert the governmental structure of the United States. Over the course of approximately 30 years, there is no indication that any informant ever observed any violation of federal law or gave information leading to a single arrest for any federal law violation. What the informant activity yielded by way of information was thousands of reports recording peaceful, lawful activity by the SWP and YSA.\footnote{2. The Civil Rights Movement}

By the early 1960s, J. Edgar Hoover began expanding COINTELPRO operations to the civil rights movement, adding Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. to the Atlanta field office's pick-up list of persons who would be interned under the Detention Act in the event of a national emergency. \footnote{Despite the fact that the Atlanta office had submitted a thirty-seven-page report confirming that neither King nor the SCLC were under any kind of communist influence, Hoover rationalized the operation with the assertion that King associated with "known Communists."} Shortly after King's "I Have a Dream" speech, William Sullivan, who was responsible for COINTELPRO nationally, stated in an internal FBI memorandum, "We must mark [King] ... as the most dangerous Negro in the future of this Nation from the standpoint of communism, the Negro, and national security. ..." Acknowledging the FBI's intent to use illegal methods, he continued, "it may be unrealistic to limit [our actions against King] to legalistic proofs that would stand up in court or before Congressional Committees."\footnote{When the Bureau failed to convince King to commit suicide, it stepped up the}
campaign to discredit King and the SCLC, an effort that continued even after King's death. n189 Numerous other civil rights organizations such as the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), the Mississippi Democratic Freedom Party, and various church and student organizations were similarly targeted. n190

3. The Ku Klux Klan and "White Hate" Groups

Prior to the murders of three young northern "freedom riders" in Mississippi in the summer of 1963, the FBI's investigation of "racial matters" focused not on the Ku Klux Klan or other white supremacist organizations, but on subverting civil rights groups and their relationships with predominantly white "new left" organizations. The Bureau routinely fed information to police departments enforcing the apartheid regime in the South, with full knowledge that the police often transmitted the information directly to the Klan and related organizations.n191 While the FBI [*1092] had informants in the Klan, it did not use the intelligence it gathered to prevent violence against civil rights workers.

According to Kenneth O'Reilly, the FBI had been aware of plans to attack two buses of freedom riders arriving in Alabama in the spring of 1961 for weeks, but simply looked on, doing nothing to intervene, when the first bus was destroyed and riders on the second were attacked with bats, chains, and lead pipes.n192 Indeed, the FBI had given the Birmingham police "details regarding the Freedom Riders' schedule, knowing full well that at least one law enforcement officer relayed everything to the Klan." n193

An internal report indicates that the Bureau was aware that during the Freedom Summer of 1963 at least thirty-five SNCC workers were murdered and about 1000 arrested while engaging in constitutionally protected activities, primarily a joint SNCC-CORE voter registration drive intended to support the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party.n194 Moreover, informants had told the FBI that a Mississippi Klan leader had told his followers, who included a significant number of law enforcement officers, to "catch [activists] outside the law, then under Mississippi law you can kill them." n195

Nonetheless, the Bureau did not act on reports that civil rights activists James Cheney, Andrew Goodman, and Michael Schwerner - two of whom the FBI was monitoring as "subversives" - were missing until the Justice Department came under intense pressure as a result of widespread publicity about the disappearances.n196 Responding to the public outcry, President Lyndon Johnson himself began pressuring the Bureau to solve the case, and the FBI eventually sent 258 agents to Mississippi. n197 Even then, they found the bodies only after giving a Klan participant [*1093] $ 30,000 and immunity from prosecution.n198 Twelve of the participants in the murders went free and the remaining only served short sentences for conspiracy to violate civil rights, not for murder. n199 What is particularly interesting is the FBI's strategy afterwards. Their "sit by and watch" approach having been nationally exposed, they seem to have developed a strategy to control the Klan, but not necessarily to render it ineffective. n200

4. The "New Left" and the Antiwar Movement

Between 1968 and 1971 "New Left" COINTELPROs targeted a wide range of primarily white activist organizations, from Students for a Democratic Society to the Institute for Policy Studies, the Peace and Freedom Party, and "a broad range of anti-war, anti-racist, student, GI, veteran, feminist, lesbian, gay, environmental, Marxist, and anarchist groups, as well as the network of food co-ops, health clinics, child care centers, schools, bookstores, newspapers, community centers, street theaters, rock groups, and communes that formed the infrastructure of the counter-culture."n201

Given the government's long history of suppressing anti-war activists,n202 it is not surprising that opponents of the war in Vietnam were a primary target. A series of COINTELPRO operations were conducted with the aim of causing splits within anti-war organizations and among coalitions of such organizations. n203 College campuses, and even high schools, were a primary focus of FBI operations,
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with informants placed in classrooms and student organizations. Their tactics included false media reports, fabricated correspondence, the widespread use of informants and infiltrators, and "snitch-jacketing." Government agents also actively subverted the logistics, such as the housing, transportation, and meeting places of anti-war activities.

5.

"Black Nationalist" Organizations and the Black Panther Party

The FBI has, of course, a long history of suppressing the efforts of African Americans to obtain racial justice, from its destruction of Marcus Garvey's UNIA to the undermining of civil rights groups discussed above. Not surprisingly, the most intense of its official COINTELPRO operations were directed at "Black Nationalist" groups, a classification which appeared to include any predominantly African American organization. According to a 1967 memorandum from J. Edgar Hoover, "The purpose of this new counterintelligence endeavor is to expose, disrupt, misdirect, discredit, or otherwise neutralize the activities of black nationalists, hate-type organizations and groupings, their leadership, spokesmen, membership, and supporters, and to counter their propensity for violence and civil disorder." One of the program's explicitly stated goals was to "prevent the rise of a 'messiah'" who could unify the movement for Black liberation. According to Hoover, "Malcolm X might have been such a 'messiah'; ... Martin Luther King, Stokely Carmichael and Elijah Muhammed all aspire to this position." Another primary goal was to "prevent militant black nationalist groups and leaders from gaining respectability. ..." Hoover instructed his agents:

You must discredit these groups and individuals to, first, the responsible Negro community. Second, they must be discredited to the white community, both the responsible community and to "liberals" who have vestiges of sympathy for militant black nationalist [sic] simply because they are Negroes. Third, these groups must be discredited in the eyes of Negro radicals, the followers of the movement.

All predominantly Black activist organizations were targeted, from King's adamantly nonviolent SCLC to the Nation of Islam. However, by 1968 the Bureau had decided that the Black Panther Party (BPP) was most likely to serve as an effective catalyst for black liberation movements and declared the BPP to be "the greatest [single] threat to the internal security of the country." Field offices were instructed to submit proposals for "imaginative and hard-hitting counterintelligence measures aimed at crippling the BPP." The Bureau has acknowledged conducting 295 official COINTELPROs against Black activist organizations. Of these, 233 operations, most of which took place in 1969, directly targeted the Black Panther Party. However, as Kenneth O'Reilly says, "It is impossible to say how many COINTELPRO actions the FBI implemented against the Panthers and other targets simply by counting the incidents listed in the COINTELPRO-Black Hate Group file. The Bureau recorded COINTELPRO-type actions in thousands of other files." We do know that ultimately:

The assault left at least twenty-eight Panthers dead, scores of others imprisoned after dubious convictions, and hundreds more suffering permanent physical or psychological damage. The Party was simultaneously infiltrated at every level by agents provocateurs, all of them harnessed to the task of disrupting its internal functioning. Completing the package was a torrent of disinformation planted in the media to discredit the Panthers before the public, both personally and organizationally, thus isolating them from potential support.
Ward Churchill concludes that "although an entity bearing its name remained in Oakland, California, for another decade ... the Black Panther Party in the sense that it was originally conceived [*1096] was effectively destroyed by the end of 1971." n216 Among the other things destroyed by COINTELPRO were the BPP newspaper, schools, breakfast for children programs, sickle cell anemia and other health care programs, and programs for free clothing, shoes, housing, transportation to prisons and hospitals, and child care. n217 This further illustrates that it was not criminal activity but challenges to the status quo that were perceived as threats by the government.

6. The American Indian Movement

Soon after Hoover announced the termination of COINTELPRO in 1971, the FBI was launching a massive operation against American Indian organizations which moved from "counterintelligence" actions to the use of tactics which are probably more accurately described as "counterinsurgency warfare." Their primary target was the American Indian Movement (AIM), founded in Minneapolis in 1968. In many respects, AIM emulated the Black Panther Party with street patrols intended to counter police brutality by "policing the police" and the establishment of alternative schools and media, legal and health clinics, free food programs, and services to assist with housing and employment.n218 More threatening to the federal government, however, was AIM's emerging focus on reasserting American Indian sovereignty and its success in linking the poverty and despair of Indian communities directly to federal policies. n219

AIM leaders organized the 1972 "Trail of Broken Treaties" march across the country to Washington, D.C., where they occupied the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) office and obtained classified documents which showed, among other things, that American Indians were receiving only about ten percent of the market value of mineral and land leases - and even that money [*1097] was not accounted for - and uncovering a secret Indian Health Services program which had resulted in the sterilization of forty percent of American Indian women of childbearing age.n220

Many of the subsequent FBI operations centered on the Pine Ridge Reservation, where federal agents had installed a tribal president who was willing to turn over a large, mineral-rich portion of the reservation to the government. n221 There, in 1973, the FBI led a paramilitary invasion against AIM activists gathered for a symbolic protest at Wounded Knee, the site of the 1890 massacre. n222 During their 71-day siege the government deployed over 100 FBI agents, nearly 300 federal marshals, 250 BIA police, Army warfare experts, and local vigilantes known as the GOONS (Guardians of the Oglala Nation). n223 In their attempt to remove the activists, government forces fired approximately 500,000 rounds of ammunition into the area. n224 The government followed up with the hundreds of bogus criminal charges intended to keep AIM leaders tied up in court and to deplete the organization's funds. n225

From 1973 to 1976 the GOONS, often using arms supplied them by the FBI,n226 murdered at least sixty-nine AIM members and supporters on the Pine Ridge Reservation and assaulted another 340. The FBI, which exercised criminal jurisdiction on the reservation, was too "short of manpower" to investigate these murders. n227 In 1975 it was revealed that AIM's national security chief, Doug Durham, was an undercover FBI operative. Among other things, Durham had been AIM's liaison with the Wounded Knee legal defense team and had authored the AIM documents consistently cited by the FBI to demonstrate the group's alleged tendencies toward violence. n228

[*1098] On June 23, 1975, the Church Committee announced that it would hold hearings on the FBI operations targeting the American Indian Movement. Three days later, two FBI agents were killed in a firefight on Pine Ridge,n229 triggering, in the words of the Chair of the U.S. Civil Rights Commission, "a full-scale military-type invasion of the reservation" n230 and allowing the Church Committee to "postpone" the hearings indefinitely.

D. Assessing COINTELPRO: Is It Over?
Even the Church Committee's carefully worded Final Report acknowledged:

In the course of COINTELPRO's fifteen-year history, a number of individual actions may have violated specific criminal statutes; a number of individual actions involved risk of serious bodily injury or death to the targets ... ; and a number of actions, while not illegal or dangerous, can only be described as "abhorrent in a free society."

Given the massive documentation of illegal and unconstitutional activities conducted by the United States' highest law enforcement agency against its own citizens, the paucity of legal analysis of these activities is quite stunning. There is a tendency to dismiss the COINTELPRO era as "an awkward period in the history of the FBI" rather than recognizing, as the Church Committee did, that it was, in fact, a war against social and political dissent in the United States.

By 1989, a federal district court was already discounting COINTELPRO activities as "relatively ancient governmental misconduct" irrelevant to indictments being brought against white activists in the "Resistance Conspiracy" case. Can we safely relegate this era to history, perhaps acknowledging that, as Senator Church put it, it was "one of the sordid episodes in the history of American law enforcement," but accepting it as an aberration generated by the FBI's zeal for protecting the national security? There are a number of reasons why such an approach, while perhaps comforting to some, is not warranted.

First, we must look at the "excesses" of the COINTELPRO era in light of the earlier history of the FBI and its predecessor organizations. While the earlier efforts to suppress political dissent were not nearly as well funded or efficiently organized, this country has a consistent history of using its police powers - federal, state, local and private - not to enforce the law and uphold the Constitution, but to crush what are perceived as threats to the status quo. The purposes of COINTELPRO, as articulated by the Church Committee, illustrate that it was the logical extension of this history:

Protecting national security and preventing violence are the purposes advanced by the Bureau for COINTELPRO. There is another purpose for COINTELPRO which is not explicit but which offers the only explanation for those actions which had no conceivable rational relationship to either national security or violent activity. The unexpressed major premise ... is that the Bureau has a role in maintaining the existing social order, and that its efforts should be aimed toward combating those who threaten that order.

Second, we must remember that information about COINTELPRO was only made available to the American public because a group of citizens burglarized the FBI's Media, Pennsylvania office and stole files which were subsequently published in the press - an activity that would today probably be classified as "domestic terrorism" under the 2001 Act - and because the Watergate scandal, not the crushing of the political movements in question, spurred the Senate to convene the Church Committee hearings. Almost all of the additional documentation of COINTELPRO abuses has been obtained by piecing together censored files released under the Freedom of Information Act, an avenue dramatically curtailed by Attorney General Ashcroft in October 2001. There is no reliable way for the American public to know what programs are continuing or may be instituted in the future.

Third, what we do know about the FBI's activities from 1956 to 1976, generally believed to be the height of COINTELPRO-type operations, is far from complete. The Church Committee's findings are based on the depositions of select Bureau agents and targets, and the review of only about 20,000 of the millions of
pages of documents generated by the Bureau. It could not, of course, review files that were withheld or destroyed or operations that were not documented. More significantly, the Church Committee "temporarily" suspended its investigation before reaching scheduled hearings on some of the FBI's most intense operations, notably those targeting the American Indian Movement and the movements for Puerto Rican independence, just as the repression of these groups was reaching its zenith. Twenty-six years later the hearings have not been resumed.

Fourth, what has been done about the abuses that were exposed? One of the fundamental principles of American law, and of the rule of law more generally, is that there is a remedy for legally acknowledged wrongs. Despite the thousands of instances of illegal conduct on the part of the government that were documented by both Senate and House committees, no changes were made in the law and no government official has spent a day in jail as a result. A handful of victims or their surviving families have managed to obtain civil judgments or settlements for damages, but these cases are by far the exception.

No one disputes that governmental agencies at the highest level engaged in long-term, systematic and deliberate violation of the laws and the Constitution. Yet the legislature which enacts the laws, the executive which is charged by the Constitution with "faithfully Executing the laws," and the judiciary whose responsibility it is to see that the laws are enforced have all looked the other way and, by doing so, have implicitly sanctioned this undermining of the rule of law. All of this confirms the accuracy of FBI Director Kelley's testimony to the Church Committee that "the FBI employees involved in these programs did what they felt was expected of them by the President, the Attorney General, the Congress, and the people of the United States."

Fifth, despite the barriers to public access to such information, there is on-going evidence that COINTELPRO-type operations continue. On April 27, 1971, in response to the release of classified information obtained in a break-in of the Media, Pennsylvania, FBI office, Hoover officially terminated all COINTELPROs for "security reasons." The FBI "termination" memo provided, however, that "in exceptional circumstances where it is considered counter-intelligence action is warranted, recommendations should be submitted to the Bureau under the individual case caption to which it pertains." Despite the Bureau's initial contention that there was no post-1971 COINTELPRO activity, the Church Committee documented several post-1971 COINTELPRO-type operations and noted that it had not been able to determine with any greater precision the extent to which COINTELPRO may be continuing, because any proposals to initiate COINTELPRO-type action would be filed under the individual case caption. The Bureau by then had over 500,000 case files, and each one would have to be searched. In fact, the number of illegal bugs and wiretaps utilized by the Bureau in the three years after 1971 increased significantly.

In the meantime, evidence of on-going operations continues to surface. During the 1980s the FBI and CIA used classic COINTELPRO tactics against organizations opposed to U.S. policy in Latin America. Operating under classified "Foreign Intelligence/Terrorism" guidelines promulgated by the Reagan administration, the government targeted the nonviolent Committee In Solidarity with the People of El Salvador (CISPES) and groups involved in the "Sanctuary" movement. When their own field reports consistently confirmed that the activities of CISPES and other Latin America solidarity organizations were "legitimate" and "respectable," the FBI took the position that CISPES's overt activities were "designed to cover a sinister covert program of which most CISPES members were unaware," and that it must be a "front group" for more dangerous organizations. Using this rationale, the FBI extended its operations to encompass hundreds of other groups, including Amnesty International, Clergy and Laity Concerned, the U.S. Catholic Conference and the Maryknoll Sisters, utilizing its standard tactics
of infiltrators and agents provocateur, disinformation, black bag jobs, telephone monitoring, and conspicuous surveillance designed to induce paranoia. n257 Ultimately, in this context

the FBI gathered information on the political activities of approximately 2,375 individuals and 1,330 organizations, and initiated 178 related investigations that appear to have been based on political ideology rather than on suspicion of criminal activity. Yet this massive government intrusion into the lives of thousands of lawful political activists failed to yield a single criminal charge, let alone a criminal conviction.n258

Using the rubric of "counter-terrorism" rather than "anti-communism," the FBI has continued to conduct numerous operations against anti-war and anti-nuclear groups such as the pacifist organization Silo Plowshares;n259 environmental activists such as Earth First!; n260 supporters of the Puerto Rican independence movement, including the coordinator of the National Lawyers Guild's anti-repression task force; n261 and perhaps black elected [*1104] officials in general.n262 As Brian Glick states:

The targets [of ongoing domestic covert action] ... include virtually all who fight for peace and social justice in the United States - from AIM, Puerto Rican independentistas and the Coalition for a New South, to environmentalists, pacifists, trade unionists, homeless and seniors, feminists, gay and lesbian activists, radical clergy and teachers, publishers of dissident literature, prison reformers, progressive attorneys, civil rights and anti-poverty workers, and on and on.n263

Finally, the best evidence that COINTELPRO-type operations, and the more general repression of political dissent that they represent, cannot be relegated to history may be the consistent efforts of the executive branch to roll back the minimal reforms mandated by Congress in the wake of the Church Committee investigations, to further shield their activities from public scrutiny, and to legalize many of the tactics routinely employed by the FBI in its efforts to suppress dissent, before, during and after the COINTELPRO era.n264 These efforts are discussed in Part V.

V

"Antiterrorist" Legislation and Governmental Policy, 1975-1996

The American people need to be assured that never again will an agency of the government be permitted to conduct a secret war against those citizens it considers threats to the established order. Only a combination of legislative prohibition and Departmental control can guarantee that COINTELPRO will not happen again.

- Church Committee, Final Reportn265 [*1105]

Despite the Church Committee's conclusion that dozens of governmental law enforcement and intelligence agencies had engaged in massive abuses of the constitutional rights of U.S. citizens and residents, very little happened as a result. The hearings were suspended in mid-stream and never reopened, no individuals were sent to prison on criminal charges, no laws were passed proscribing such activities, and no provision was made to rectify on-going wrongs or to compensate the victims. The Carter administration imposed some very limited internal constraints on "domestic security" investigations but, as we will see, even these were soon rolled back.
As a result of the Church Committee's findings, as well as investigations by a select committee in the House of Representatives and a General Accounting Office review of FBI domestic intelligence policies requested by the House Judiciary Committee, the Department of Justice issued its first set of public guidelines for FBI domestic security investigations in 1976. Known as the "Levi guidelines," after then-Attorney General Edward Levi, they prohibited investigations or operations designed to disrupt organizations based solely on unpopular speech.

Under the Levi guidelines, the FBI could initiate a "preliminary" investigation on the basis of any allegation or information that a group or individual "may be engaged in [unlawful] activities" which "involve or will involve the use of force or violence." These were authorized to determine whether the factual basis existed for launching a "full" investigation, and the Bureau was to be limited to public, law enforcement, or pre-existing sources of information. More intrusive "limited" investigations, including physical surveillance and personal interviews were authorized if the preliminary investigation proved inadequate to determine whether a full investigation was warranted. "Full" investigations were authorized on the still very broad basis of "specific and articulable facts giving reason to believe that an individual or a group is or may be engaged in [unlawful] activities which involve the use of force or violence." Reportedly, the number of domestic security investigations being conducted by the FBI dropped from 4868 in March 1976 to 26 in December 1981.

Even this requirement of a very tentative connection to criminal activity was resisted. Senator Denton, chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee's Subcommittee on Security and Terrorism, insisted that "the support groups that produce propaganda, disinformation, or 'legal assistance' may be even more dangerous than those who actually throw the bombs." Another member of the subcommittee, Senator East, said that the "conduct of subversion itself consists in large measure in the utilization of legal activities to undermine ... legally established institutions."

The scant protection provided by the Levi guidelines did not last long. In 1981, President Ronald Reagan issued Executive Order (EO) 12333 reauthorizing many of the techniques prohibited by the guidelines. In 1983, Reagan issued EO 12345 which claimed to give the Bureau and other intelligence agencies "legal authority" to withhold information about their use of counterintelligence methods. In the meantime, he pardoned W. Mark Felt and Edward S. Miller, the only FBI officials ever convicted on COINTELPRO-related charges, before they spent a day in jail or even had to bother appealing their sentences.

By 1982, FBI Director William Webster had declared that the Levi guidelines were "no longer adequate to guide us in dealing with the kinds of terrorist groups that we are confronted with today." They were replaced in 1983 by Attorney General William French Smith. The new "Smith guidelines" eliminated the "preliminary" and "limited" stages altogether and removed the "specific and articulable facts" requirement from full investigations. The new standard authorized investigations whenever "facts or circumstances reasonably indicate that two or more persons are engaged in an enterprise for the purpose of furthering political or social goals wholly or in part through activities that involve force or violence." The Smith guidelines extended the "enterprise concept" from investigations of organized crime to groups that do not engage in criminal activity but are believed to "knowingly support" the criminal objectives of other groups and allowed the Bureau to continue to monitor groups that were inactive.

In 1969, the Supreme Court had restricted Schenck and Dennis, the cases upholding convictions under the Smith Act, by stating in Brandenburg v. Ohio that the First Amendment did not allow the government to "forbid or proscribe advocacy of the use of force or of law violation except where such advocacy is directed to inciting or producing imminent lawless action and is likely to incite or produce such action." However, the Smith guidelines turned this standard upside down by declaring that investigations of groups that advocated criminal activity were warranted "unless it is apparent ... that there is no prospect of harm." According to Attorney General Smith, the targets' constitutional rights were
protected by the guidelines' caveat that investigations could not be "based solely on activities protected by the First Amendment." n279

Further illustration of the fact that the measures of the COINTELPRO era were not aberrational but part of a more general effort to suppress political dissent can be seen in the implementation of the 1984 Bail Reform Act, n280 which dramatically expanded the use of preventive detention. While purportedly designed to keep "drug kingpins, violent offenders and other obvious threats to the community" incarcerated while awaiting trial, it "provided the FBI with a weapon far superior to the strategy of pretext arrests" in detaining political targets such as the Puerto Rican independentistas, Resistance Conspiracy defendants, and IRA asylum seekers. n281

In the meantime, Congress had passed the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) in 1978, n282 which established a secret F[*1108]* Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC) composed of seven federal appellate court judges serving rotating terms whose purpose was to review warrants for surveillance in cases targeting a "foreign power" or the "agent of a foreign power." FISA significantly reduced the showing required for warrants, initially for surveillance and later for physical searches as well. n283 The safeguard was presumably that these warrants were to be issued only in cases primarily involving foreign intelligence, and subject to the limitation that no U.S. person, meaning a citizen or permanent resident, could be targeted "solely on the basis of activities protected by the First Amendment." n284 Despite the passage of this Act, the executive branch has consistently maintained that, as a constitutional matter, the President does not need congressional or judicial approval to engage in warrantless searches. n285

Following the 1993 bombing of the World Trade Center, the Clinton administration considered a proposal to rewrite the Smith guidelines to permit the FBI to infiltrate domestic groups without any evidence that the targeted organization was planning to commit criminal acts. n286 Instead, in 1995 FBI Director Louis Freeh and Deputy Attorney General Jamie Gorelick told the House Judiciary Committee Subcommittee on Crime that the administration had decided to "reinterpret" the guidelines to allow wide-ranging investigations of "domestic terrorism" groups if they "advocated violence or force with respect to achieving any political or social objectives." Instead of requiring a finding of an "imminent violation" of law, an investigation would be authorized if the Bureau "detected any potential conduct" that "might violate federal law," n287 clearly disregarding the Smith guidelines' requirement that the government at least take into consideration the magnitude of the threat, its likelihood and immediacy, and [n[*1109]*] the danger to individual freedoms posed by the investigation. n288

The past decade has seen a dramatic increase in the legalization of many of the tactics used by the FBI and other intelligence agencies during the COINTELPRO era. In 1994, Congress passed the Omnibus Crime Billn289 which gave the FBI an additional $ 25 million per year for its "counterterrorism" budget and another $ 25 million per year for training state and local SWAT teams, created an Economic Terrorism Task Force and authorized the death penalty for numerous new categories of "terrorist activity." n290 Even though the FBI had reported only two incidents of international terrorism in the United States between 1984 and 1996, Congress nonetheless passed the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996 (AEDPA) whose "sweeping provisions served to license almost the full range of repressive techniques which had been quietly continued after COINTELPRO was supposedly terminated." n291 The Act defines "national security" as encompassing "the national defense, foreign relations, or economic interests of the United States" and gives the secretary of state broad authority to designate groups as "engaging in terrorist activity" if they threaten "the security of United States nationals or the national security of the United States." n292 Groups so designated can seek judicial review, but the government can prevent them from seeing the evidence by presenting it to the judge in camera, and the judge is to review the decision under the highly deferential "arbitrary and capricious" standard of the Administrative Procedure Act. n293

Under the 1996 Act, it is a felony to provide any form of material support to designated organizations even if the support goes n[*1110]* directly to an entirely lawful activity of the group. n294 Noncitizens can be
deported on the basis of secret evidence for belonging to organizations deemed "terrorist," without any showing of personal involvement in terrorist or criminal activity; in other words, for engaging in what would otherwise be associations protected by the First Amendment. According to David Cole and James Dempsey, AEDPA was:

One of the worst assaults on the Constitution in decades. It resurrected guilt by association as a principle of criminal and immigration law. It created a special court to use secret evidence to deport foreigners labeled as "terrorists." It made support for the peaceful humanitarian and political activities of selected foreign groups a crime. And it repealed a short-lived law forbidding the FBI from investigating First Amendment activities, opening the door once again to politically focused FBI investigations.

Again, we see the national security being invoked to enact laws and permit executive actions which target individuals and organizations engaged in activities which may challenge the status quo, but are otherwise lawful and constitutionally protected. Although much of the congressional debate surrounding this bill focused on the 1993 World Trade Center bombing and the 1995 bombing of the federal building in Oklahoma City, the measures requested by the Clinton administration were not a response to new developments in terrorism, but changes that had long been on the executive branch's "wish list."

For instance, the first Bush administration's proposals to allow secret evidence in deportation hearings had been twice rejected by Congress. The Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS), undeterred by lack of congressional approval and even by numerous federal court decisions rejecting the practice, continued to deport people on the basis of secret evidence.

In 1984, the Reagan administration had tried unsuccessfully to get Congress to criminalize "support" for terrorism and the first Bush administration also made similar proposals. Ten years later, the Clinton administration succeeded by including a narrower version of the ban in the Omnibus Crime Bill, but it was accompanied by the Edwards amendment precluding investigations based solely on First Amendment-protected activities.

Just as the Oklahoma City and 1993 World Trade Center bombings served as the catalyst to obtain changes in the law that the executive branch had long wanted, the September 11 attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon were seized upon as the opportunity to pass even more restrictive legislation. As illustrated by the speed with which Attorney General John Ashcroft introduced the enormous package of far-reaching changes that constitute the USA PATRIOT Act, these were not carefully considered responses to a new political development but the utilization of a prime opportunity to roll out the next phase of the government's wish list of repressive measures. Some of the "highlights" of the 2001 Act are considered in the following Part VI.

VI

The "USA PATRIOT" Act of 2001

We have witnessed the Bush administration amass enormous new powers in the months since September 11. And we have witnessed the administration, in an effort to maintain a free hand in the exercise of its new powers, employ strategies that are calculated to silence dissent. First, it has questioned the patriotism of those who oppose its policies, thereby fostering a climate of intolerance of dissent. Second, it has sought to discourage political activism by imposing guilt by association. Third, it has restricted access to government information, which has stymied the press, the public, and even Congress in their efforts to hold the executive accountable for its actions.
The Bush administration has been extraordinarily busy since September 11. President Bush immediately declared war on terrorism, sent enough bombs and troops to Afghanistan to force its government from power, and is currently threatening an invasion of Iraq. The U.S. military has brought several hundred captured "combatants" to Guantanamo Naval Base in Cuba, where they have been held in outdoor cages and interrogated, much to the consternation of international human rights organizations.

President Bush has issued a Military Order authorizing the creation of military tribunals to prosecute a very broad range of noncitizens suspected of terrorism and sentence them to death. U.S. citizens thought to be involved in terrorist plots have been removed from the criminal justice system and are being held by military authorities. Attorney General John Ashcroft has recently stated that the government is considering plans to reinstitute "detention centers" for U.S. citizens deemed threats to the national security.

Since September 11, 2001, the Department of Justice has arrested approximately 2000 immigrants and held them indefinitely without charge, often preventing them from contacting family, friends or lawyers, and refusing to release information about who or even how many people are being held. In the fall of 2001, the Justice Department identified 5000 noncitizens based on their age, gender, and country of origin, and "invited" them to submit to interviews with the INS and the FBI, subsequently acknowledging its intent to expedite removal proceedings if the interviews revealed any immigration violations. A new National Security Entry-Exit Registration System has been implemented for nationals of certain countries, requiring them to be registered and fingerprinted, and to periodically report where they are living, what they are doing and when they leave the country. Ashcroft has also announced that the Department of Justice will monitor conversations between attorneys and clients in custody.

The executive branch has simply assumed the authority to engage in these actions. In addition, it has convinced Congress to fund these activities and to expand the scope of its law enforcement and intelligence capabilities. As a result, Congress has appropriated billions of dollars for the above-mentioned actions and passed dozens of bills in the wake of September 11. The most significant, by far, is the so-called "USA PATRIOT" or 2001 Act. According to David Cole and James Dempsey:

The bill was never the subject of a Committee debate or mark-up in the Senate. After three weeks of behind-the-scenes discussions between a few Senators and the Administration, a bill was introduced in the Senate on October 5 that included essentially all of the Administration's proposals. That bill passed ... on October 11, following a brief debate that made it clear that even supporters of the legislation had not read it and did not understand its provisions. The next day, a slightly different bill was introduced in the House and passed the same day under a procedure barring the offering of any amendments. It is virtually certain that not a single member of the House read the bill for which he or she voted.

After the attorney general "exerted extraordinary pressure, essentially threatening Congress that the blood of the victims of future terrorist attacks would be on its hands if it did not swiftly enact the Administration's proposals," the final version was introduced on October 23, passed by the House on October 24 and by the Senate on October 25, and signed into law by President George W. Bush on October 26, 2001.
The Act dramatically extends the government's law enforcement and intelligence gathering powers. Although some of the provisions of the act are subject to a four-year sunset provision, acts begun or investigations initiated before the sunset date are not affected, and these provisions can always be extended by Congress. If one substitutes "counterintelligence" for its many references to "counterterrorism," and reads the Act in light of the history of the FBI, it becomes clear that the 2001 Act is attempting to legalize many of the repressive practices that the FBI and other intelligence agencies have been engaging in for decades. This Part VI will highlight provisions of the 2001 Act that are most disturbing in light of the history of the systematic abuse of power and law engaged in by the very agencies now being given more authority and more funding.

B. Enhanced Surveillance Powers

According to Nancy Chang of the Center for Constitutional Rights, in passing the 2001 Act, "Congress granted the Bush administration its longstanding wish list of enhanced surveillance tools, coupled with the right to use these tools with only minimal judicial and congressional oversight." Title II, "Enhanced Surveillance Procedures," defines "foreign intelligence information" very broadly to include not only information relating to attacks or sabotage by foreign powers or their agents, but "information, whether or not concerning a United States person [i.e., a U.S. citizen or permanent resident], with respect to a foreign power or foreign territory that relates to (i) the national defense or the security of the United States; or (ii) the conduct of the foreign affairs of the United States." Under this definition, it appears that any U.S. citizen's opinion on any matter of U.S. foreign policy, regardless of how abstract or even inane, is "foreign intelligence information." Any foreign intelligence information obtained in a criminal investigation, as well as any obtained by a grand jury may be disclosed "to any Federal law enforcement, intelligence, protective, immigration, national defense, or national security officials" to assist in the performance of their official duties.

The Act extends the scope and duration of FISA-authorized surveillance and physical searches, allowing for warrants that cover multiple individuals and locations that extend beyond the reach of the issuing court's jurisdiction. It is now much easier to obtain records from third parties such as telephone or utility companies, banks and credit card companies, and even public libraries. Although the Act makes it easier to get court orders for access to such information, many companies report being pressured to "turn over customer records voluntarily, in the absence of either a court order or a subpoena, 'with the idea that it is unpatriotic if the companies insist too much on legal subpoenas first.'" Section 215 allows an FBI agent to apply for a court order requiring the production of "any tangible things" simply by certifying that they are wanted for an investigation "to protect against international terrorism or clandestine intelligence activities." Evidence need not be presented, and the judge has no discretion; if the application is sufficient on its face, he or she must issue the order. This section removes the former FISA requirements that the government specify that "there are specific and articulable facts" for believing that the material sought pertains to a "foreign power or an agent of a foreign power," and the government does not need even reasonable suspicion that the person subject to the warrant be involved in any criminal activity.

Section 216 provides that upon certification by a government attorney that the information sought is "relevant" to any criminal investigation, courts must order the installation of a pen register and a trap-and-trace device which will allow the government to obtain "dialing, routing, addressing and signaling" information on telephone and internet lines. While interception of the content of the communications is not authorized, there are no safeguards to this effect. In short, we must rely on the good faith of the government in this regard. Chang notes that this section:
Authorizes the government to install its new Carnivore, or DCS1000, system, a formidable tracking device that is capable of intercepting all forms of Internet activity, including e-mail messages, Web page activity, and Internet telephone communications. Once installed on an Internet service provider (ISP), Carnivore devours all of the communications flowing through the ISP's network - not just those of the target of the surveillance but those of all users - tracking not just information but content as well.\footnote{330}

FISA previously allowed orders for wiretaps and physical searches to be issued without a showing of probable cause where the government asserted that the gathering of "foreign intelligence information" was "the purpose" of the investigation.\footnote{331} In addition to expanding the definition of "foreign intelligence information," \footnote{332} the 2001 Act now allows such warrants to be issued in criminal investigations as long as the gathering of "foreign intelligence information" is also a "significant" purpose of the surveillance.\footnote{333}

Section 213, which is not limited to terrorism investigations but extends to all criminal investigations, authorizes "sneak-and-peak searches," known in COINTELPRO days as "black bag jobs," i.e., searches conducted without notice of the warrant until \footnote{1118} after the search has been completed. This means, among other things, that the target of the warrant cannot point out deficiencies in it or monitor whether the search is being conducted in accordance with the warrant.\footnote{334} After-the-fact notification may be delayed "for a reasonable [and undefined] period" in searches where notification "may have an adverse result," \footnote{335} and in the case of seizures if "reasonably necessary." This could mean that a person or organization subjected to a covert search or seizure may never be informed about it, or may learn about it only when evidence obtained is used against them in court.

C. The Blurring of Criminal and Intelligence Investigations

A major concern with the 2001 Act is not simply that the government can obtain more information on individuals and organizations, but the expanded uses to which it can put this information. It has generally been presumed that the relaxed standards for warrants available under FISA are constitutionally acceptable because the purpose of the authorized surveillance was foreign intelligence information, not information intended for use in criminal prosecutions.\footnote{336} Now, however, U.S. persons can be targeted on the basis - although not solely on the basis - of First Amendment-protected activities and subjected to extensive, and perhaps secret, surveillance and searches because they are involved in activities that, under the broadened definition of "foreign intelligence information," relate to U.S. foreign policy or national security. Although the courts may yet find this to be unconstitutional, the Act appears to allow the use of the information thus obtained in criminal prosecutions.

The line between criminal and intelligence investigations is further blurred by provisions that allow for the extensive sharing of information. Section 203 of the Act authorizes the FBI, CIA, INS, and a number of other federal agencies to share information that "involves" foreign intelligence or counterintelligence. Telephone \footnote{1119} or internet conversations that have been intercepted by one agency can be disclosed to others, as can foreign intelligence information obtained in the course of a criminal investigation.\footnote{337}

A dramatic extension of the law comes in Section 203(a) which allows information obtained by federal grand juries to be shared with these agencies, without judicial oversight and without any requirement that the information relate to terrorist activities.\footnote{338} Courts exercise no supervision over the issuance of grand jury subpoenas. Grand juries have an almost unlimited ability to subpoena witnesses and records, and are "generally unrestrained by the technical procedural and evidentiary rules governing the conduct of criminal trials." \footnote{339} Witnesses can exercise their Fifth Amendment right not to incriminate themselves through their own testimony, but neither the Fourth nor the Fifth Amendment prevents the compelled disclosure of records.\footnote{340} Thus, witnesses who have no right to a lawyer can be compelled - under threat of going to
jail for civil or criminal contempt - to produce any records and to testify about highly personal matters or about the criminal conduct of others. n341

D. The Criminalization of Protest

The 2001 Act has also made some very significant substantive changes in the criminal law. As noted above, in the late 1940s the Justice Department created a list of "subversive" organizations and considered not only membership but "sympathetic association" with such organizations as evidence of disloyalty. n342 The 1996 Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act authorized the secretary of state to create a list of "foreign terrorist organizations" and made it a felony to provide material aid to such organizations. n343 The 2001 Act expands on the 1996 Act by authorizing the creation of a separate "terrorist exclusion list" and by defining as "terrorist" a broad range of organizations not on any official list. n344 The penalty for providing material support to designated organizations has been increased to fifteen years imprisonment. n345

The provision of the 2001 Act that may, in the long run, prove most effective in suppressing political dissent is its creation of a new crime of "domestic terrorism." As codified in Section 802, this new and very broadly defined crime encompasses activities which (1) "involve acts dangerous to human life that are [2] a violation of the criminal laws of the United States or of any State;" and which (3) appear intended to (a) "intimidate or coerce a civilian population," (b) "influence the policy of a government by intimidation or coercion;" or (c) "affect the conduct of a government by mass destruction, assassination, or kidnapping;" and which (4) "occur primarily within the territorial jurisdiction of the United States." n346

Many forms of social and political protest in the United States can now be classified as "domestic terrorism." Any serious social protest - such as demonstrations against the World Trade Organization, police brutality, or the war in Iraq - is, by definition, intended to influence government policy and could easily be interpreted as involving "coercion." Such protests could qualify as acts of domestic terrorism if a law is broken (say, failure to obey a police officer's order) and life is endangered (perhaps by blocking an intersection).

Many unjust laws - such as the South's segregation laws--have historically been challenged by civil disobedience, and those who engage in such actions have been prepared to pay the price of a possible conviction under the law being challenged. Many protesters who fully intend to comply with the law know they run the risk of being charged with "disorderly conduct" or other misdemeanors which carry relatively minor criminal penalties. Now, those who protest, and those who provide them with "material support," say, food or a place to stay, must at least be cognizant that they could face felony charges and long prison terms. As Nancy Chang notes: "Because this crime is couched in such vague and expansive terms, it is likely to be read by federal law enforcement agencies as licensing the investigation and surveillance of political activists and organizations that protest government policies, and by prosecutors as licensing the criminalization of legitimate political dissent." n348

E. Further Restrictions on Immigrants

As we have seen from the early application of the Alien Actn349 to the provisions of the 1996 Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act (IIRIRA), n350 immigrants often bear the brunt of laws and law enforcement policies designed to quash political dissent. The 2001 Act both broadens the definition of who is deportable under the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) and gives the attorney general expanded powers to indefinitely detain noncitizens.

Section 411 of the 2001 Act makes "terrorist activity" a deportable offense. Although the government has generally defined "terrorism" as "premeditated, politically motivated violence perpetrated against noncombatant targets by subnational groups or clandestine agents, usually intended to influence an
audience,"n351 under the INA as now amended it can include any crime involving a weapon or other dangerous device "other than for mere personal monetary gain." n352 Thus, participation in a street fight could make a permanent resident, quite possibly someone who has lived in the United States since childhood, deportable as a terrorist. While this may seem far-fetched, there have been numerous deportations and attempted deportations under the 1996 laws, IIRIRA and AEDPA, on the basis of comparably minor incidents. n353

["1122"] "Engaging in terrorist activity" now encompasses soliciting members or funds, or providing material support to a "terrorist" organization, even if the activity is undertaken solely to support lawful, humanitarian activities of the organization, and even if the associational activities would otherwise be protected by the First Amendment.n354 As David Cole and James Dempsey note:

Under the immigration law that existed before September 11, aliens were deportable for engaging in or supporting terrorist activity. The PATRIOT Act makes aliens deportable for wholly innocent associational activity with a "terrorist organization," irrespective of any nexus between the alien's associational conduct and any act of violence, much less terrorism.n355

The noncitizen subject to deportation bears the nearly impossible burden of showing "that he did not know, and should not reasonably have known, that the solicitation would further the organization's terrorist activity."n356

"Terrorist organizations" now include not only those that have been designated as "foreign terrorist organizations" by the State Department pursuant to AEDPA,n357 and groups on the secretary of state's new "terrorist exclusion list," n358 but also groups which have never been officially identified as terrorist, but are comprised of "two or more individuals, whether organized or not" who engage in certain activities, including the use or threat of violence. n359 This definition "potentially encompasses every organization that has ever been involved in a civil war or a crime of violence, from a pro-life group that once threatened workers at an abortion clinic, to the African National Congress, the Irish Republican Army, or the Northern Alliance in Afghanistan." n360

Upon the attorney general's certification that he or she has "reasonable grounds to believe" that an immigrant is engaged in terrorist activities, as broadly defined above, or in other activities threatening to the national security, Section 412 provides that the INS can detain that person for up to seven days without charge.n361 If someone so certified is charged with any immigration violation, no matter how minor, Section 412 mandates that he or she be held indefinitely, without the possibility of release on bond, until deportation. n362 Although the attorney general is to review the certification every six months, there is no requirement that the immigrant be shown the evidence on which it is based, or be given a hearing to contest the evidence. The immigrant's only remedy is to seek a writ of habeas corpus in federal district court. n363

Even when such a person is eligible for political asylum or other relief from removal - i.e., has a statutory right to remain in the country - Section 412 makes no provision for release. As Cole and Dempsey point out, the INS already had the authority to detain someone in deportation proceedings who presented a risk of flight or a threat to national security. "Thus, what the new legislation adds is the authority to detain aliens who do not pose a current danger or flight risk, and who are not removable because they are entitled to asylum or some other form of relief."n364

F. Enhanced Funding and Inter-Agency Communication

Title I, "Enhancing Domestic Security Against Terrorism," creates a separate "counterterrorism fund" which, among other things, will "reimburse any Department of Justice component for any costs incurred in
connection with ... providing support to counter, investigate, or prosecute domestic or international terrorism."n365 The Technical Support Center established by the 1996 AEDPA "to help meet the demands for activities to combat terrorism and support and enhance the technical support and tactical operations of the FBI" is given an additional $ 200 million for each of the next three years,n366 and the director of the Secret Service is instructed to develop a national network of electronic crime task forces to prevent, detect, and investigate various forms of electronic crimes. n367

In addition, Section 701 provides an additional $ 50 million in 2002 and $ 100 million in 2003 for expanding the Regional Information Sharing System (RISS) that was created by the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968,n368 an intranet system which can be accessed by 5600 federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies. n369 Nancy Chang spells out some of the potential problems:

By allowing information about individuals suspected of the new crime of domestic terrorism to be shared with thousands of law enforcement agencies, RISS places at risk of harm political activists who engage in, associate with those who engage in, or are suspected of engaging in civil disobedience. Information concerning activists that is personally sensitive or simply irrelevant to any legitimate law enforcement purpose, as well as erroneous or outdated information, can easily find its way into an RISS database. Once posted, this information can quickly be circulated to thousands of law enforcement offices, some of which may share the information with governmental and private organizations. The potential for arrest based on false charges, invasion of one's privacy, damage to reputation, loss of employment, or other injuries resulting from the misuse of posted information is extremely high.n370

G. Are We More Secure?

According to the Bush administration, all of the measures described in this Part VI have been taken "for our security." However, as of August 2002, the government had brought only one criminal indictment on charges related to terrorism, and that was against Zacarious Moussaoui, who is alleged to have been the "twentieth hijacker" and was already in custody on September 11.n371 According to the Justice Department's six-month report to Congress on the implementation of Section 412 of the 2001 Act which mandates the detention of alien terrorists, not a single noncitizen had been certified as a terrorist.n372 Thousands of people have been secretly detained without charge, and thousands more deported on technical immigration violations. This has had a devastating effect on Arab American and South Asian communities in the United States, but has not had any demonstrable effect on reducing criminal activity in the country. n373

What is demonstrable is that the scenario described above by Nancy Chang is taking place.n374 The government's ability to gather information on the constitutionally protected activities of law-abiding Americans has surged dramatically. The very minimal restraints put on the FBI and other law enforcement and intelligence agencies in the wake of the exposure of COINTELPRO-type activities have disappeared altogether. n375 In addition to the changes wrought by the 2001 Act itself, the lack of minimal restraints can be seen in Attorney General Ashcroft's recent revisions of the Smith guidelines for domestic intelligence gathering described in Part V. n376

The new Ashcroft guidelines, issued on May 30, 2002, authorize a full investigation when facts or circumstances "reasonably indicate that a federal crime has been, is being, or will be committed."n377 "Terrorism enterprise investigations" are authorized when the FBI has a reasonable indication that "two or more persons are engaged in an enterprise for the purpose of ... furthering political or social goals wholly or in part through activities that involve force or violence and a violation of federal criminal law" or for the purpose of engaging in terrorism, including the newly created crime of "domestic terrorism."n378
Full investigations may also be initiated where facts or circumstances reasonably indicate that a group has engaged in or intends to engage in acts involving force or violence or covered criminal conduct, including "domestic terrorism," in a political demonstration. n379 Once an investigation begins, the guidelines specifically authorize agents to collect information on the group's membership, funding, geographic reach, and "past and future activities and goals. ..." n380

Where there is no reasonable indication of criminal activity, a preliminary investigation may now be undertaken if there is information or an allegation which indicates the "possibility of criminal activity" and an FBI supervisor believes it warrants further scrutiny.n381 All of the techniques of a full investigation, including confidential informants, undercover operations, and searches and seizures, n382 may be utilized except for the opening of mail and nonconsensual electronic surveillance. n383

Even when there is no basis for any kind of investigation, the Ashcroft guidelines instruct Bureau agents to "proactively draw on available sources of information to identify terrorist threats and activities," including nonprofit and commercial data search services, information volunteered by private entities, regardless of whether it was legally obtained, and the surveillance of publicly accessible places and events.n384 As Nancy Chang notes, these guidelines are
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likely to lead to intrusive intelligence gathering on those who engage in non-violent civil disobedience or in lawful but confrontational political activities, as well as those who attract the attention of the FBI as it trolls through private databases, attends churches and mosques, and surfs the Web. With the advent of electronic record-keeping, the FBI is likely to maintain far more dossiers on law-abiding individuals and to disseminate the dossiers far more widely than during the COINTELPRO era.n385

Does placing this information in the hands of law enforcement make us more secure? Four medical students traveling to Florida to begin their internships were turned in by a woman who thought she overheard a "suspicious" conversation. The interstate highway was shut down, the students stopped, searched and held in custody for several days and their car torn apart. No evidence of criminal or terrorist activity was found and the only tangible result appears to be that the students may have lost their internships and, quite possibly, their careers as doctors. Nonetheless, law enforcement officials' response was that "no harm was done" and the woman's actions were roundly praised by the media.n386

Although only a small portion of the "spy files" kept by the Denver Police Department have been released, they contain no evidence of any criminal activity engaged in by those identified as "criminal extremists," or prevented as a result of the compilation of vast amounts of personal data. On the contrary, some of the files state that the Denver police had been notified by the FBI of a very specific plan to assassinate two leaders of the Colorado chapter of the American Indian Movement, but apparently nothing was done to prevent the attack.n387 Those planning the attack were not arrested or prosecuted, and the targets were not [*1128] even notified so that they could take appropriate security precautions.n388

Given the lack of tangible evidence of criminal activity produced by the post-September 11 governmental measures, the long and well-documented history of the use of comparable measures to suppress movements for social change, and the chilling effect on First Amendment activities already evident as a result of recently heightened surveillance programs, it seems reasonable to conclude that people who live in America are not more secure but, in fact, more vulnerable to violations of their constitutionally protected rights. If anything is more secure as a result of these measures it is the status quo. Those who currently exercise political, economic, and military power will be more firmly entrenched and the nation's resources will continue to be used to further their interests.

VII
Using "Law" to Subvert the Rule of Law

As long as we continue to go to work or pay our taxes or otherwise conduct business as usual, we contribute to the continued functioning of the various social systems to which we belong. ... Perhaps, however, our sense of that complicity will awaken us from the everydayness in which we routinely slumber away our lives. Perhaps it will stir us to recognize that something extraordinary is afoot, demanding that we behave in ways beyond the ordinary.

- Douglas V. Porpora, How Holocausts Happen

Since September 11, 2001 the administration has consistently told the American public that the government needs expanded powers in order to ensure our security, and Congress has willingly complied by passing legislation that dramatically restricts rights guaranteed to the people under the Constitution. Although many of the executive's actions, such as the "disappearing" and indefinite detention of over 1200 immigrants and the Executive Order authorizing military tribunals, as well as the new legislation, have been criticized by advocates of civil rights and civil liberties, the debate has remained within the framework presented by the government, i.e., how much "liberty" are we willing to sacrifice for the sake of "security"?

In this Essay I have presented a cursory sketch of the history of the United States government's use of its law enforcement powers in the hope that it will prompt us to look more critically at our assumptions about the government's use of power to make us more secure. In addition to whatever else the federal government may or may not have been doing, it has consistently used its powers, legally and illegally, to suppress social and political movements which it deems threatening to the status quo. It is in this context that we must examine the expanded powers currently being exercised by the executive branch and legitimized by Congress.

Chief Justice Rehnquist, in his recent book, All the Laws but One: Civil Liberties in Wartime, examines President Abraham Lincoln's suspension of the writ of habeas corpus during the Civil War and briefly discusses the internment of Japanese Americans during World War II. He concludes that it is not likely or desirable for civil liberties to be "as favored" in wartime, as the laws will necessarily "speak with a somewhat different voice." In essence, his message seems to be that while the government occasionally makes mistakes during times of national emergency, we need not worry about losing our civil liberties because, when the emergency is over, things will return to "normal."

This is a message often repeated in discussions about curtailing civil liberties today. Chief Justice Rehnquist may well be right that things will return to normal. However, the question remains whether the norm is acceptable. As I have tried to point out, the current expansion of executive powers and the concomitant restrictions on civil rights are not simply a response to a national emergency sparked by recent acts of terrorism, but a move toward legitimating powers that have a long history of being used consciously and deliberately to suppress political dissent.

In the name of "national security," governmental agencies have a consistent history of knowingly violating fundamental rights guaranteed by the Constitution. As on-going revelations about the Denver "spy files" illustrate, these are not practices that can be safely relegated to the past. Nor are they limited to a "chilling effect" on freedom of expression. The federal government has subjected the American people, those it is charged with protecting, to false and deliberately misleading propaganda, wrongful arrests and arbitrary detentions, physical assaults and assassinations, and the crushing of law-abiding organizations. What has been "disrupted and destroyed" in the process are not only the targeted individuals, organizations
and movements, but the core values the government claims to be protecting: freedom, democracy and the rule of law.

As I indicated in the Preface, there is much about the status quo that desperately needs to be changed. There is nothing acceptable about the fact that the planet's ecology is in rapid disintegration or that the conditions of life are so bleak that in some indigenous communities seventy percent of all children deliberately obliterate their consciousness by inhaling gasoline fumes.

Every day the news brings us evidence of widespread violations of human rights, both at home and around the world. The United States, as the world's only political, economic, and military superpower, bears much of the responsibility for these conditions, and the American people have the right - and obligation - to influence governmental policies and make the structural changes necessary to realize fundamental human rights.

Bringing about such changes requires the ability to express political opinions, criticize policies, and organize movements for social change. For that very reason, these are rights built into the Constitution and firmly established in international law. To the extent that governmental practices violate the Constitution and basic principles of international law, the fact that they are being "legalized" by Congress cannot give us comfort. Again, this was one of the basic principles articulated by Supreme Court Justice Robert Jackson at the Nuremberg Tribunals, that the existence of national laws legitimizing particular practices does not render those practices lawful in the larger sense of the term. The ability to influence the policies and practices of the government that is acting in our name is the essence of democracy. It is our responsibility, particularly the responsibility of lawyers and legal scholars, to ensure that this is, in fact, a democracy.
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